he ripples of sensation that the image of Thomas Beatie, the pregnant man, shot through media networks last year sanctioned several arenas of public voyeurism. First, Beatie's pregnancy allowed audiences to stare unabashedly and with fascination at the male transgender body. Second, Beatie's very open displays of his body created an image of a "queer pregnancy." Third, Beatie's image enabled viewers to ask direct questions about female to male transitions, "penis implants," transgender genitals, and other previously off limits topics. In this one image Beatie was the queer family, he was the erotically charged pregnancy, he became the visible transgender man. But in this riot of visibility what price was paid, and by whom, in return for the celebrity of one expectant male mom?
There is little doubt that transman Thomas Beatie took to the airwaves to claim his fifteen seconds of fame. He was far from being, in his words, the "first pregnant transman," he was simply the first posttransition transgender male to go public with his decision to keep his female reproductive organs and then to use them. In the process of sharing his story about transitioning and then getting pregnant Beatie landed book deals and interviews with Oprah and Barbara Walters, and he reportedly sold pictures from his first pregnancy and birth and wrote a memoir, Labor of Love: The Story of One Man's Extraordinary Pregnancy, before the second. Rejecting the idea that he was in it for the fame, Beatie told Walters that he believed himself to be "infamous" given that he had received all kinds of bad press and publicity. And indeed, Beatie did receive a roasting in the press and on FOX News types of shows and was called "a mutilated lesbian" among other things by transphobic and homophobic conservative talk show hosts and TV commentators.
But what does Beatie's "extraordinary pregnancy" actually say about gender, sexuality, and queer lives today?
The Pregnant Man Beatie perhaps is merely the most visible representative of shifts in the culture around the meaning of "male" and "female" and "masculinity" and "femininity." With the rise of a visible transgender community in the last two decades and the boom in queer families, U.S. publics have had to contend with real and abiding shifts in their understandings of kinship, belonging, normativity, and gender stability. As more kids come out and at younger ages to their family and as more and more children grow up in queer homes, the enduring discomfort with nontraditional households has ebbed somewhat. Much of the publicity about Beatie, in fact, was quite positive and confirmed a preference for loving parents over genderconforming parents. And while Oprah famously rolled her eyes in horror during a segment of her show devoted judith halberstam snapshot to straight women who leave their husbands for butch lesbians, she was full of empathy and warm understanding for the pregnant man, who just wanted to complete his family circle and bear a child for his infertile partner. The fault lines between disgust and acceptance are remarkably narrow nowadays, and so while obvious and unresolved gender variance (butchness) still solicits frowns and groans, an outwardly gender-conforming family made up of a transgender man and his "wife" can be comforting and easily tolerated.
Beatie, as many of the stories about him confirm, was a beauty pageant participant in his early years in Hawaii, and so the spotlight is not an uncomfortable place for him to find himself. He dealt well with the glare of the cameras in general, but, rather than promoting a queer narrative about difference and gender shifts, his story ultimately came to rest upon an all too familiar narrative of humanity and universality-it is universal to want a child, it is only human to want to give birth. The Beaties just wanted, in other words, what supposedly everyone else wants-the good life, reproductive potential, a little extra cash, and some publicity to boot. Beatie's very public pregnancy certainly afforded him and his family a nice slice of fame and fortune, but we would be very mistaken if we imagined that any political agenda had been advanced by the smiling, comforting image of the male Madonna, cradling his full belly and assuring U.S. viewers that everything is still in its right place.
